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What the hell is RISC-V ?
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Brief Introduction to the scenario
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RISC-V is an open-source Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) designed 
to be
● Simple
● modular
● Extensible
● Versatile choice for a wide range of real applications
● Excellent ISA option for teaching computer architectures and 

assembly programming

But… Given the middle-level nature of the language, it is challenging 
for students to test the correctness of their code and run their 
programs in practice. 
This high entry barrier often results in a difficult learning experience, 
reducing the effectiveness of the learning process.

We will describe our solution for better teaching 
computer architectures using Moodle:

● We have developed a pipeline to simplify the 
preparation of programming exercises using the 
RISC-V language. 

● We extended the dockerized version of “Jobe in 
a Box” to support RISC-V assembly and 
execution.

● We built a new plugin for Moodle Quiz to enable 
teachers to download the quiz attempts history 
autonomously, for analisys purposes



From idea to moodle
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https://github.com/idrago/ArchI-exercise

Checker: a Python module that takes as input
● a RISC-V source code containing the function to be tested and a test driver (main) that calls the particular function, 
● a source file with supporting macros (common to all questions), and 
● a set of unit tests. It runs all unit tests on the code using the test driver and produces a report of the results in 

textual form. 
Generator: a second Python module that takes as input the same files as above and an additional HTML file containing 
the question text. It produces PDF handouts (using pandoc) and the XML file to import the question into Moodle.

The pipeline



What changes for RISC-V?
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The Dockerfile for Jobe In a Box
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#
# For RISC-V purposes

#
RUN apt-get install -y gcc-riscv64-unknown-elf
RUN apt-get install -y gcc-riscv64-linux-gnu
WORKDIR /root
RUN git clone https://github.com/riscv-software-src/riscv-isa-sim
RUN git clone https://github.com/riscv-software-src/riscv-pk
RUN apt-get install -y device-tree-compiler
RUN cd riscv-isa-sim && \
        mkdir build && \
        cd build && \
        ../configure --prefix=/opt/RISCV && \
        make && \
        make install
RUN cd riscv-pk && \
        mkdir build && \
        cd build && \
        ../configure --prefix=/opt/RISCV --host=riscv64-linux-gnu && \
        make && \
        make install
ENV PATH="/opt/RISCV/bin:/opt/RISCV/riscv64-linux-gnu/bin:${PATH}"
RUN cd /usr/bin; ln -s /opt/RISCV/riscv64-linux-gnu/bin/pk .

jobecluster

jobe1 jobe2 jobe3

+
Coderunner plugin



A “riscv” question
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The Coderunner quest...
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Python takes the RISC-V code, 
compile it and runs against the 
test-cases.

If all goes fine, you passed, 
elsewhere you’ll get some 
errors...



A “riscv” question example
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The Coderunner quest...
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Question dataset
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Students ? Why ?
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● Our RISC-V solution have been used in two academic years at the University of Turin to support the course of 
Computer Architecture in the Computer Science Bachelor’s degree.

● In the first year, the system was used primarily for exams, while in the second year, the question dataset was 
extended and self-assessment quizzes were put online during the semester.

 In total, the system has supported more than 1000 students in both exams and self-assessments.

Our programming questions cover a wide spectrum of skills, including arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, 
division), logic operations; memory load and store of different data types, control flow instructions (branches and 
jumps), stack manipulation, bit-wise operations, and addressing (e.g., immediate).

We funded two students that cooperated to enhance RISC-V question dataset, starting from the “problem” given by the 
teachers and developing the solution, the test cases and checked all the things together with Moodle/CodeRunner.

Actually most of the questions are written in Italian, but our goal is to extend and translate all questions to English 
soon. 



The new moodle plugin
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Ask Moodle for learning analytics..
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What the statistics say
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But it’s useful ?
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● Analisys from more than 900 students involved in 500 quizzes.
● Students can choose to use an external simulator (RARS), so the 

Coderunner/Moodle it’s an option
● Only GO-NOGO feedback from CodeRunner during exams
● All submission are manually evaluated by teachers  (printf(“1”))



The end.
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